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HEW | Hard Exercise Works, encompassing the greatest community of athletes in 
America, has locations all throughout the South East. Our program is pushing the 
boundaries of functional fitness and is challenging the status quo in the fitness 
industry.

HEW HQ | The world headquarters of Hard Exercise Works is found in the beautiful 
sun-shining, palm-tree-filled, sea-breeze town of Jupiter, Florida.

HEW Center | Changing America is hard work. Because of this, we quickly realized 
we needed more locations! We may be one community, but our franchisees have 
extended our movement into many neighborhoods. We call each and every HEW 
location a center.

HEWPLA | is HEW’s premier event company. We host events throughout the year 
to challenge our athletes. One of our major events is known as “The Battle”. This 
first class athletic competition is meant to showcase the agility, strength and sheer 
grit of our clientele. It’s time to run, jump, lift, puke and PARTY hard among your 
fellow HEWmans.

IN THE BUCKET | Get low. Get lower. Get in the bucket! If you hear a coach 
encouraging you to do this, it means to get in a full-depth squat. Feel the burn!

10 GENERAL PHYSICAL SKILLS OF FITNESS | Our workouts are scientifically 
built to improve upon these skills. We believe that these 10 attributes encompass 
the full spectrum of an individuals level of fitness and they will provide you with 
both strength and confidence as an athlete. The 10 skills include: cardiovascular 
endurance, stamina, strength, flexibility, power, speed, coordination, accuracy, 
agility, and balance.

Hello there!

Are you new to HEW or do you find yourself clueless during your daily workout instruction? 
Before you begin the ultimate quest for confidence and strength, this need-to-know lingo 
will put you at ease and arm you to tackle the greatest workout in America!

- The basics -
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7 WAYS HEWMANS MOVE | These purposed movements, when orchestrated over 
time, are what takes average athletes to the next level. Our expert coaches know 
how to analyze even the most intricate aspects of each.

Running

Jumping

Squatting

Pulling

Pushing

Twisting

Flexing & Extending

METCON | Short for metabolic conditioning, metcons are designed to rock your 
world. By challenging stamina, conditioning and endurance simultaneously, 
they will ramp up your metabolism, eat up fat and boost your overall athletic 
capabilities instantly. A Metcon usually includes some sort of timed component 
performed at high intensity.

- The movements -

HOOK GRIP | Get a grip! The hook grip is our method of holding onto the barbell 
during barbell and during specific gymnastic movements. There are two kinds 
of hook grip, one used in gymnastics where the thumb is placed over the fingers 
and one used in Olympic lifting, where the thumb is tucked under the fingers. The 
hook grip allows you to lift heavier loads or maintain a strong grip on the object.
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STARTING POSITION | You may have all the swagger in the world, but if you don’t 
have a good starting position, you won’t get very far! We refer to the “starting 
position” as the alignment your body needs prior to picking up a weight off of the 
floor.

RACK POSITION | The placement of a barbell on the front of your shoulders. We 
typically use the “rack position” when torturing you with weighted lunges, front 
squats, and more!

J-HOOK | Also known as the Russian wrap or military wrap, this rope-climbing 
technique is all about efficiency. Built for speed, this style of rope climb will require 
you to pull more using your upper body. Your coaches at HEW can’t wait to help 
you accomplish the J-Hook rope climb!

OLYMPIC LIFTS | We may not have the camera crew, opening ceremonies, or 
gold medals here at HEW, but we definitely have the olympic lifts! The two 
standard competition lifts are the “snatch” and the “clean and jerk”. The objective 
of the snatch is to lift the weighted barbell from the ground to overhead in one 
continuous motion. The objective of a clean and jerk, however, is to break up this 
motion into two parts. First, it is necessary to get the barbell from the ground to 
the front rack position at your shoulder line. Once there, you will reset and launch 
the barbell from the shoulders to overhead. Both lifts can get very technical, but 
luckily, we’ve got expert coaches waiting to show you how they are properly done!

- The Workouts -

FOR TIME | Think you’re fast? How fast? Some of our HEW workouts will push you 
to your limits and challenge you to complete your workout in as little amount of 
time as possible. 
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SCORE | We celebrate every workout you complete at a HEW location with a score. 
If a coach asks for it, give them the number of repetitions you completed, the 
weight you reached during your lift, or the time it took you to finish your workout. 
Don’t worry, we’ve got your back - we’ll let you know as to what your score will be 
before each and every workout!

Rx | Prescribed. Have you noticed those numbers to the right of your movements 
on the whiteboard? These denote the “level” or “difficulty” of movement we think 
an elite athlete should be able to accomplish during that specific workout. The 
higher number is for men, and the latter is for ladies.

BENCHMARKS | What good is a new workout everyday if you can’t track your 
progress? Benchmarks are named workouts that you can track over time. Always 
the same, they allow you to analyze your weights, completion time, and other 
statistics of your workout. Be amazed as you get stronger, faster and fitter!

WOD | The WOD is the workout of the day that all HEWmans perform on a daily 
basis. In the misery of it all, know that every HEW client does the exact same 
workout as you. The only exception to this is our sadistic Saturday WODs in which 
we leave it up to your individual HEW location to design. The first WOD is always 
free to try, so feel free to bring in a friend or family member to experience one 
today!

HERO WOD | These are WODs we complete that are named after military service 
members, police or firefighters who have died in the line of duty. A prime example 
of a hero WOD is “Murph” (which we complete every Memorial Day). Murph 
combines for 2 miles of running, 100 pull ups, 200 push ups, and 300 air squats! 

AMRAP | As many rounds or repetitions as possible in a specific time period. 
Whether it is 10, 15, or 20 minutes of allotted time, we guarantee it feels much 
longer! Our AMRAP workouts challenge athletes to complete as many rounds or 
repetitions as possible within the time limit. Just make sure you don’t lose count…
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EDT | Escalated “Death” Time (or actually, Escalated Density Training) is a high 
intensity workout format in which you complete 16 x 15 second rounds at a 
specific movement before moving onto the next. For example, if we prescribe 
you 6 push ups on the whiteboard, you’ll try and complete 6 push ups every 
15 seconds for a total of 16 rounds. It is common not to complete all of the 
repetitions, as you will most likely reach failure. If you do master every rep, you 
need to become our next franchise owner!

EMOTM | EMOTM stands for “every minute on the minute”, which happens to be 
another popular format in our programming. In this style of workout, you will try 
your best to complete the entire list of movements and corresponding repetitions 
within that minute. If you have any time remaining in the minute after completing 
the prescribed repetitions, our gift to you is REST! 

- The equipment -

BARBELLS | Want to put your physical fitness skills to the ultimate test? Then 
pick up a barbell. The barbell is a weighted bar between 4 and 6 feet long. The 
weighted bars here at HEW range between 15 and 45 pounds and are used to get 
you into the best shape possible. If you’ve never used one, don’t worry - we have 
expert coaches on hand to help guide you in your quest for mastering your lifts.

BUMPER PLATES | We love to drop weights (under control) and these rubberized 
barbell weights allow us to do just that! 

COOKIES | Stop drooling… Our kind of cookies are metal change plates used to 
increase the barbell weight by 5 or 10 pounds. You can always do a little more, 
right?
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PARALETTES | Portable parallel bars between 8 and 12 inches high. These are very 
helpful when learning ring dips and they can also be used to increase the difficulty 
when performing hand stand push ups. Either way you look at it, a very useful 
piece of equipment at HEW.

C2 ROWERS | Row, row, row your boat! Our rowers will whip you into shape in no 
time. The rower is best known for making your body work as one unit and it can be 
used as a movement in a WOD or as a low impact option instead of running.

RINGS |  We use our gymnastic rings for a wide range of movements, including 
ring dips, muscle ups, ring rows, ring push ups and more. If it suits your fancy, try 
swinging on them like Tarzan!

ROPES | Have you ever seen a rope get tossed out of a Blackhawk helicopter to 
pick up our Navy Seals in battle? Picture that, and you now know what our ropes 
look like. Between 15’ and 25’ long, we implement these into our programming to 
arm you for those “just in case” moments life might throw at you.

***Is this all of our equipment? Absolutely not. But, if we gave our secrets away, there 
would be no surprises!
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